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Part I: Teachers’ Guide
to Jacob’s Ladder Gifted
Reading Comprehension
Program
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acob’s Ladder Primary (Years 5–6) is a supplemental reading program that
implements targeted readings from short stories, poetry and nonﬁction
sources. With this program, students engage in an inquiry process
that moves from lower-order to higher-order thinking skills. Starting
with basic literary understanding, students learn to critically analyse
texts by determining implications and consequences, generalisations,
main ideas and/or creative synthesis. Suggested for students in years 5
and 6 to enhance reading comprehension and critical thinking, Jacob’s
Ladder Primary (Years 5–6) tasks are organised into four skill ladders: A–D.
Each ladder focuses on a diﬀerent skill. Students “climb” each ladder by
answering lower-level questions before moving to higher-level questions
or rungs at the top of each ladder. Each ladder stands alone and focuses on
a separate critical thinking component in reading.
Ladder A focuses on implications and consequences. By leading
students through sequencing and cause and eﬀect activities, students learn
to draw implications and consequences from readings. Ladder B focuses
on making generalisations. Students ﬁrst learn to provide details and
examples, then move to classifying and organising those details in order
to make generalisations. Ladder C focuses on themes. Students begin by
identifying setting and characters and then make inferences about the
literary situation. Ladder D focuses on creative synthesis by leading students
through paraphrasing and summarising activities. Table 1 provides a visual
representation of the four ladders and corresponding objectives for each
ladder and rung.
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Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading Comprehension Program

Primary Years 5–6

Table 1
Goals and Objectives of Jacob’s Ladder by Ladder and Rung
B3:
Generalisations

C3:
Theme/Concept

D3: Creative
Synthesis

Students will be able to
predict character actions
and story outcomes,
and make real-world
forecasts.

Students will be
able to make general
statements about a
reading and/or an idea
within the reading,
using data to support
their statements.

Students will be able
to identify a major
idea or theme common
throughout the text.

Students will create
something new using
what they have learned
from the reading and
their synopses.

A2: Cause and
Effect

B2: Classifications

C2: Inference

Students will be able
to identify and predict
relationships between
character behaviour
and story events, and
their eﬀects upon other
characters or events.

Students will be able
to categorise diﬀerent
aspects of the text
or identify and sort
categories from a list of
topics or details.

Students will be able to
use textual clues to read
between the lines and
make judgments about
speciﬁc textual events,
ideas or character
analysis.

Students will be able to
provide a synopsis of
text sections.

A1: Sequencing

B1: Details

C1: Literary
Elements

D1: Paraphrasing

Students will be able to
list speciﬁc details or
recall facts related to the
text or generate a list
of ideas about a speciﬁc
topic or character.

Students will be able
to identify and explain
speciﬁc story elements
such as character,
setting or poetic device.

Students will be able to
restate lines read using
their own words.

Ladder B

Ladder C

Ladder D
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D2: Summarising
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Students will be
able to list, in order
of importance or
occurrence in the text,
speciﬁc events or plot
summaries.
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A3: Consequences
and Implications
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The Jacob’s Ladder series consists of seven levels in three sections: Early
Primary, Primary and Secondary. The series contains short stories, poetry
and nonﬁction selections including biography, with commensurate ladders
for each selection. Jacob’s Ladder Early Primary (Years F–1) and Jacob’s
Ladder Early Primary (Years 1–2) diﬀer from the rest of the series in that
the majority of the short stories are Caldecott Medal or Caldecott Honor
picture books. Many of the stories are intended to be read aloud for the ﬁrst
reading. In addition, although Jacob’s Ladder Early Primary (Years F–1) does
contain poetry, it does not contain nonﬁction selections.
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Table 2
Fables/Myths/
Short Stories/Essays
Brazilian Paradise

A Corn Song

Poetry

Nonfiction
Introduction to Economics

The Harp

Mass, Volume and Density

I am the Moon

Excerpts From Common Sense

If

Legacy

The Lament of the Frog Prince

The Systems of the Human Body:
Part I
The Systems of the Human Body:
Part II
What is Sound?

Moving Pictures Evoke Concern,
1922
Why Own a House When You Can
Own a Campervan?

The Road Not Taken
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Christa McAuliﬀe: A Teacher on
Earth and in Space!
The Competition

n

Reading Selections by Genre

E

Sinking Sunset
Sunset

ow

The Visit
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A Winter Morning
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The time expended to ensure that students become autonomous and
advanced readers would suggest the need for a methodology that deliberately
moves students from simple to complex reading skills with level-appropriate
texts. Such a learning approach to reading skill development ensures that
students can traverse easily from basic comprehension skills to higher-level
critical reading skills, while using the same reading stimulus to navigate
this transition. Reading comprehension is enhanced by instructional
scaﬀolding, moving students from lower-order to higher-order thinking,
using strategies and processes to help students analyse passages (Fielding
& Pearson, 1994; Villaume & Brabham, 2002). In addition, teachers who
emphasise higher-order thinking through questions and tasks such as
those at the higher rungs of each ladder promote greater reading growth
(Knapp et al., 1995; Taylor, Pearson, Peterson & Rodriguez, 2003).
Jacob’s Ladder was written in response to teacher ﬁndings that students
needed additional scaﬀolding to consistently work at higher levels of
thinking in reading. In addition, an analysis of reading reform curriculum
by the American Federation of Teachers (AFT, 1998) shows that only two
of the recommended curricula posit a research base and a focus on critical
thinking skills in reading. Similarly, Tivnan and Hemphill (2005) studied
reading reform curricula in schools and found that none of the reading
programs studied emphasised skills beyond basic phonemic awareness,
ﬂuency or limited comprehension. Therefore, supplementary programs
that focus on higher-level thinking skills are needed.
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ﬁrst time, and feeling was running high. But Uncle Charlie never faltered: “I don’t
care what colour they are. If they want to work, send ’em on.”
Uncle Charlie told me that decision got him two things: a rock through his
living room window and some of the best workers he ever supervised. I asked
him if the rock didn’t scare him, and he said, “No, because I had been there
myself and knew it needed to be done. When we couldn’t make it on the farm
any more, the mill gave us a chance to earn a decent living. Black folks needed
to feed their kids and send ’em to school, and they deserved the same chance we
had. This world would be so much better oﬀ if everybody would stop hollering
and realise that the other fellow wants the same thing you do: to take care of his
family and give them a better life.” He thought politicians made things worse: “To
get my vote, a politician had to show he was capable of leading something more
than a mob. I never did vote for a hating politician.”
Uncle Charlie retired from the mill after 45 years and had a few quiet years of
retirement, enjoying his newspapers and his garden, before his wife developed
Alzheimer’s. Her doctors recommended that he put her in a nursing home, but
in 50 years of marriage they had never spent a night apart, and he was afraid she
wouldn’t be happy. On his small ﬁxed income, he managed to hire caretakers and
kept her at home until she died.
After his wife’s death, we were afraid that Uncle Charlie would give up, but
that was not his style. He did have one emotional crisis at the age of 86 when
his beloved tractor broke down, and he couldn’t decide whether to buy a new
one. But typically, he decided to have faith in the future, bought the new tractor
and went on supplying friends, relatives and, sometimes, total strangers, with
vegetables from his huge garden.
When I started to school, I began sending him copies of stories and poems I
had written. He always replied, sending me small gifts of encouragement: stickers
saying “Excellent!” and “Far Out!” purchased at the local shop, a subscription
to National Geographic, and on one memorable occasion, my ﬁrst fountain pen
(“because every serious writer ought to have one.”)
He was so strong that we began to think of him as invincible, so we were
shocked a year ago when his doctors told us that what we thought was bronchitis
was metastatic cancer. When the doctors told Uncle Charlie, he was typically
calm. “I always said I wanted to leave this world with my hair, my teeth, and all
my marbles,” he said, “and it looks like I’m going to make it.”
I saw Uncle Charlie for the last time that September. I realised he was dying
and didn’t want to leave, but school was starting, and he would not hear of my
staying longer. I knew I wouldn’t be able to say good-bye. But Uncle Charlie was
coming to the end of a long lifetime of honesty, and he didn’t talk in circles as
people in these situations often do. He took both my hands in his big, workroughened ones, looked me straight in the eye and said the simplest and
strongest of words, “Good-bye. Keep studying hard. I love you, and I’m proud of
you.”

38
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Have you ever heard adults talking about the economy? Have you wondered
what they were talking about? Well, an economy is a collection of activities
related to how a country manages its money and resources. It also is a way for a
country to provide its citizens with what they want and need. Some of the most
important components of an economy are trade, goods and services, producers,
consumers, supply and demand, and free enterprise.
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Trade ﬁrst began with bartering. The word barter means “to trade”. A long
time ago, humans fulﬁlled their basic needs by hunting, gathering, building their
own shelter and carrying water from natural sources. As humans began to gain
more knowledge, they wanted to make the fulﬁlment of basic needs easier. For
example, they wanted to ﬁnd ways to divert water to their homes and crops so
they did not have to carry it in buckets. They also wanted to ﬁnd ways to make
feeding and sheltering their families less time consuming. People began to limit
the kind of work they would do. For example, one man would decide that he
really enjoyed hunting so he would be a hunter whereas another man would
decide he really liked building things so he would become a carpenter. Then,
when the hunter needed a house built, he would give the carpenter some of the
meat he had hunted. In return, the carpenter would build him a house. These
kinds of trades were the beginning of the barter system.
Soon, people wanted to make trade easier as well. Let’s assume the hunter
paid the carpenter in two deer. The carpenter then must ﬁnd a way to get the
two deer home; he had to carry them around with him. He may not have had
the time, energy or resources to move two deer. To make trade easier, people
began using beads, shells, small animals and crops such as corn as forms of
money. A certain number of beads would be worth a certain amount of money.
The carpenter could then take the beads he had earned to the hunter. The hunter

82
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Goods and Services
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would give him a certain amount of meat for a certain amount of beads. This
way, the carpenter did not need to carry around meat until he needed it and was
prepared to do so.
Money then evolved from beads, shells, animals and crops to diﬀerent-sized
lumps of various metals such as silver, copper and gold. The lumps of metal
worked well, but it was diﬃcult to determine how much metal should be traded
for certain things. For example, a woman might want to buy four kilos of corn
from a farmer. She might have one big gold lump and one small copper lump. If
she gave the farmer the big gold lump, then she would be paying him too much.
But, if she gave him the small copper lump then she would not be paying enough.
To solve this problem, people began pressing the metal into crude coins. The
coins had a predetermined value, making fair trade easier. As trade became more
common, people noticed that the coins were really heavy in their pockets. They
wanted an easier way to carry their money. Paper money was ﬁrst made in 1690.
It was the precursor to the paper money we use today.
Today, we still use money to buy things. When we buy school clothes, we
are trading with the textile industry; we give them money, they give us clothes.
When we go to a restaurant, we are trading money for food. And each time your
parents are paid at work, they are trading their expertise and knowledge of their
job for money.
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Goods and services are the things that are traded within our economy. Goods
are the diﬀerent kinds of merchandise you can touch and feel. Look around the
room; how many goods do you see? The chair you are sitting in is a good because
you can touch it and someone paid money to buy it. The book you are reading
also is a good for the same reasons. Services are when you pay someone to do
some kind of work for you. For example, when the sink blocks up your mum or
dad may call the plumber. The plumber comes to your house and ﬁxes the sink.
Your parents have paid someone to do a certain kind of work for them. The
plumber has provided them with a service.
Think about a restaurant. Is the restaurant itself a good or a service? What
about the food? What about the work that the waiters, waitresses and cooks do?

Producers and Consumers
In order for trade to function properly, there must be producers and
consumers. We have all been both at various times in our lives. Producers are
people and companies who make or grow goods to sell or provide a service that
people can buy. For example, the farmer who grows strawberries is a producer
of strawberries that he will sell to shops. A person who provides tutoring for
students after school is a producer of a service, or something he or she does for
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